
Thank you for purchasing Toolshed v2.0 !

Here you can find info related to the library in general and also to its particular features

Technical details

- 24 bit / 44,1 kHz
- 1,42 GB installed
- 230 nki files (1743 wav files) in 8 categories of sounds
- 5 RR variations (except Lo-Fi category)
- Looped "soundscrapes", tuned metal, wooden, plastic items
- hits, clinks, squeaks and screeches
- Dark metalic drones and halucinatory pads
- Saturation, Cabinet, Phaser, Lo-Fi, Chorus, EQ, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release controls 
- Kontakt 5 full version required for unlimited use



General

Sounds of Toolshed library are generally using C1 - C5 range on your midi keyboard. In some 
categories (Metals for example) keys around C0 serve like the place where you will find samples in 
the form they were recorded, in their original pitch and many times in few variations. It is also 
possible you will find a patch in Wood or Metals categories where samples are placed just on some 
keys around C2 - it means the sample is used in Tonal category under the same name as it was more 
proper to use it like tuned instrument and those are stored there. Categories of sounds are visually 
distinguished - every category has its own color and also a capital letter(s) refering to its full name 
in the icon up on the left. 

Tuning – you will notice, that mainly in Tonal and Extra categories the main Tune knob reads – or + 
values... that means I have used this control to tune patch to standard tuning. 

Categories

METALS 

Various metal objects - shovels, rakes, spades, tools, nails, buckets, bins, tins, tacks... 

WOOD 

Wooden stuff like handles, barres, door hits, screeches, squeaks, knocks, beam hits, drawer 
rustles...

LO-FI 

The original Toolshed samples from the times it was firstly released. Samples here are 
of 16 Bit resolution, that is why the title. They also have no RR variations. The Folder contains 
various metal, wood, plastic sounds caught on mic from another perspective like the rest of the 
library, adding some "vintage", lo-fi character patches to the collection.

USER 

Here you will find patches created using various patches from the whole library using internal 
Toolshed GUI conrols. This category was meant and may serve like an inspiration to you and/or a 
place to store your own creations.

SOUNDSCRAPES 

Looped samples of mostly metalish nature, created using various metal objects, for example 
a big hanged bin played with a saw blade, or old tinny basin chafed with emery. The names of the 
patches describe that well.

TONAL 

Category of standardly tuned samples. Any and every sound from Toolshed, which was capable 
of producing some harmonic output is executed here.



EXTRA 

you will find additional metal and wood sets here as well as many Drone and Synth/Pad patches, 
which were created using various Toolshed samples effected outside of Kontakt.

MULTI 

Various combinations of patches saved as a „multi“ patch file

General User Interface – Effects

From up left to the right

Cables indicate what switches belong to which set of controls

1. EQ – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjusting
2. ATTACK and RELEASE right under EQ to adjust start and lenght of a sample
3. SATURATION – A bit of compression and overdrive
4. CABINET – some more darkness :-)
5. PHASER – phase shifting adds kind of a rotating effect
6. CHORUS – suitable for tonal/harmonic sounds
7. LO-FI (Rust switch) – degrades signal like rust is eating iron :-)



8. DELAY – duplicates signal, „Out“ knob controls amount of wet signal
9. REVERB (Booth switch) – from small toolshed booth to underground palaces ! „Out“ knob 

controls amount of wet signal

Hovering your mouse over a knob or a button will also activate a help text shown in the info bar at 
the bottom of the window

Patch list
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Have a great time using Toolshed... 

Thank you one more time for your purchase. Use your library anyhow you like, commercially or 
noncommercially, except reselling it or its parts further anyhow and in any form.

if any problem: info@atomhub.net

sincerely yours
Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub

Released in 2014

http://Www.atomhub.net/
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